
Debt is More Than Just a Four- Letter Word 

Perhaps you are as tired as I am of hearing politicians whine about debt, austerity 

and taxes. Did you know that well over 90% of our currency is created as debt? 

How does public debt dampen our spirit?  Why is our democracy caught in a “web 

of debt”? 

Would you like to have more background on how our financial institutions control 

our lives?  Would you like to be able to question politicians and demand change?  

May I share with you a part of my journey in to the “macroeconomics” of life? 

Three Monday sessions planned for January 14, 21 and 28 at 7PM.  

  Session One: Debt is a Model of Money Creation 

                          1) How is money created in Canada.  

                          2) Private market vs Government roles. 

                          3) A macroeconomic model to study the role of debt and 

policy. 

  Session Two: Alternative Models of Money Creation 

                          1) Models of money creation and monetary reform. 

                          2) Public Banking 

                          3) Monetary Reform 

  Session Three: Rescuing our Democracy from Neoliberalism and Handbag 

Economics 

                              1) Growth of Neoliberalism and Handbag Economics.  

                             2) Debt and the Business Cycle.  

                             3) Back to the Macroeconomic models.  

                             4) Where should we go from here? 

   

 

 



Some Quotes Regarding Attitudes Toward Debt in Ancient and Biblical Times 

These quotes are taken from Michael Hudson’s book: …And forgive them their 

debts, 2018. 

‘Unlike today’s business cycle economics, Bronze Age societies had no faith in the 

spontaneous equilibrating forces of modern – style mechanisms, nor did they 

believe that all debts should be paid. Their laws recognized that floods and 

droughts, military conflict or other causes prevented cultivators from harvesting 

enough to pay the debts they had run up during the year. Palaces and temples 

were the major creditors and their guiding objective was to maintain a free 

citizenry to serve in the military and provide the seasonal corvee labor duties 

attached to land tenure. Instead of letting the market resolve matters in favor of 

foreclosing creditors, rulers saw that if cultivators had to work off their debts to 

private creditors, they would not be available to perform their public duties not to 

mention fight in the army. 

By liberating distressed individuals who had fallen into debt bondage, and 

returning to cultivators the lands they had forfeited for debt or sold under 

economic duress, these royal acts maintained a free peasantry willing to fight for 

its lands and work on public building projects and canals.’ 

And biblical references: 

The debt forgiveness laws of Exodus, Deuteronomy, and Leviticus to counter 

incursions into economic liberty are sanctified by Moses leading the Exodus in 

protest against the pharaoh’s oppression. Moses received the Law on Mount Sinai 

as part of the Lord’s covenant with the Israelites enjoining them to show 

compassion toward debtors, and to remember that they all were once slaves and 

bondsmen in Egypt. The story of Job highlights righteousness toward debtors, and 

many other biblical stories and parables are about how debt should be treated in 

a way that preserves an equitable society.  

The most worldly of the four gospel authors, Luke (6:35), reports Jesus’s 

admonition, “Lend without expecting to be repaid”. Jesus’s Parable of the 

Unmerciful Servant (Mathew 18) made charitable debt forgiveness the 

paramount test of one’s moral righteousness. It is the spirit of the Sermon on the 

Mount and the Beatitudes, and the criterion on which admittance to heaven 

would be based, reiterated in the Lord’s Prayer.  



Sessions One and Two: On Money Creation and Debt 
 
Note: The quotes outlined below provide some useful background for the ideas 
to be presented. 
 
SOME QUOTES FROM BOOK AUTHORS 
 
From Robert Skidelsky, author of the book Money and Government, 2018: 

“Macroeconomics is about money and government, and their relationship. The 

unsettled questions in macroeconomic policy stem from disputes about the part 

money plays in economic life, and the part government should play. “ 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

From Michael Rowbotham, author of the book Grip of Death, 1998: 

“It is not in the least bit surprising that nations are chronically in debt, 

governments have inadequate resources, public services are under-funded and 

people are beset by mortgages and overdrafts. The reason for all this monetary 

scarcity and insolvency is that the financial system used by all national economies 

worldwide is actually founded on debt. “ 

“Money is a man- made device, and for an entire economy to be perpetually in 

the position of not being able to do what it wants simply for the lack of bits of 

paper with numbers on them is strong evidence that the shortage of those bits of 

paper and numbers lacks all validity.” 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

From  Ann Pettifor author of The Production of Money, 2017 

There need never be a shortage of money to solve the great scourges of 

humanity: poverty, disease and inequality; to ensure humanity’s prosperity and 

wellbeing; to finance the arts and wider culture; and to ensure the “livability” of 

the ecosystem. 

The real shortages we face are first, humanity’s capacity: the limits of our 

individual, social and collective integrity, imagination, organization, and muscle. 

Second, the physical limits of the ecosystem. These are the real limitations. 



However, the social relationships which create money, and sustain trust, need not 

be in short supply in a well-regulated and managed monetary system. 

In a sound financial system, we can afford what we can do. Money enables us to 

do what we can within our limited natural and human resources. This is because 

money or credit does not exist as a result of economic activity, as many believe. 

Like the spending on our credit card, money creates economic activity. 

In a well -managed financial system, money provides the catalyst, the finance 

needed for production and for job creation. In a well-managed economy money is 

invested in productive, not speculative, economic activity. In a stable system, 

economic activity (investment, employment) generates profits, wages and income 

that can be used for repayment of the original credit. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

And from Eileen Workman author of Sacred Economics, 2012 

What makes matters worse is that human creativity confronts a near constant 

shortage of money that hinders our efforts to produce things we most need. We 

no longer have enough teachers to educate and support our children because we 

can’t afford to pay teachers for their efforts.  

We don’t have enough clean water, healthy food and living quarters for the vast 

majority of people on this planet—not because we don’t know how to create 

those things but because we can’t afford to create them for each other. 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

And a joke attributed to Ellen Brown author of Web of Debt, 2007: 

About a year after hurricane Katrina had devasted the City of New Orleans the 

Mayor was speaking with an Alien who had just disembarked from a spaceship. 

The Alien expressed concern that there was so much damage even a year after 

the flood. The Alien asked the Mayor if perhaps they lacked the labour to repair 

the damage. The Mayor replied that there were many willing and able workers. 

The Alien then asked if perhaps they lacked the necessary materials and the 

Mayor replied that no they actually have the necessary materials. What we lack 

he said is the money required to get the process started. The Alien walked away, 



returned to the spaceship, and reported to his shipmates “I guess there is no 

intelligent life here on earth”. 

 

From Ann Pettifor, author of The Production of Money, 2017 

The Bank of England’s two articles on the nature of money in their 2014 Quarterly 

Bulletin, ‘Money Creation in the Modern Economy’ and ‘Money in the Modern 

Economy: An Introduction’, were a revelation for many mainstream economists. 

The Bank’s economists confirmed that most of the money in the modern economy 

is created by private banks making loans. Moreover, the Bank emphasized that this 

was ‘the reverse of the sequence typically described in textbooks. Let us be clear 

here; this was not a failure of some textbooks; it was a failure of virtually all 

economics textbooks. 

But thankfully the triumph of class interests is not universal. The Bank of England 

rightfully credits the handful of scholars that have railed against mainstream 

academia’s understanding of money. 

To an impartial outsider or observer of the economics profession, this beggars 

belief. How can economists not bother ’to relate theory to reality’? How can 

economists analyse the economy without an understanding of money - the 

cornerstone and raison d’ etre of all economic activity? 

 

Canadian Issues; Bank of Canada Policies 

Nice introduction to issue of money creation and the Bank of Canada. To be 

discussed in Session Two. About three pages long. Lots of references.  

http://qualicuminstitute.ca/inflation/ 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

 

 

http://qualicuminstitute.ca/inflation/


Some Historical Quotes About Money from Famous People 

The bankers have done a great job of keeping the politicians and the public in 

the dark!! With much help from the press no less. 

 

  “The Government should create, issue and circulate all the currency and 

credit needed to satisfy the spending power of the Government and the 

buying power of consumers. By the adoption of these principles the 

taxpayers, will be saved immense sums of interest. Money will cease to be 

master and become the servant of humanity. ”  

  Abraham Lincoln Senate Report 1865                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

  “Once a nation parts with the control of its currency and credit, it matters 

not who makes the nations laws. Usury, once in control, will wreck any 

nation. Until the control of the issue of currency and credit is restored to 

government and recognized as its most sacred responsibility, all talk of 

the sovereignty of parliament and of democracy is idle and futile.”     

  William Lyon Mackenzie King  1935 

       “The study of money, above all other fields in economics is one in which 

complexity is used to disguise truth or to evade truth, not reveal it. The 

process by which banks create money is so simple the mind is repelled. 

With something so important a deeper mystery seems only deceit.”                                                          

  John Kenneth Galbraith, Canadian Economist  1975 

  “It is well enough that people do not understand our banking and money 

system, for if they did , I believe there would be a revolution before 

tomorrow.”            Henry Ford                                                                                                                                                               

 

  Several years after signing the Federal Reserve Act of 1913 which created 

the private Federal Reserve System, President Woodrow Wilson wrote:  “ I 

am a most unhappy man, I have unwittingly ruined my country… The 

growth of the nation, therefore and all our activities are in the hands of a 

few.”  



  “People who will not turn a shovel full of dirt on the project nor contribute 

a pound of material will collect more money from the United States than 

will the People who supply all the material and do all the work. This is the 

terrible thing about interest….But here is the point: If the nation can issue a 

dollar bond it can issue a dollar bill. The element that makes the bond good 

makes the bill good also. .. Both are promises to pay, but one fattens the 

usurer and the other helps the People…. It is a terrible situation when the 

Government must go into debt and submit to ruinous interest charges… .”  

  Thomas Edison 

   

   I believe that banking institutions are more dangerous to our liberties than 

standing armies. If the American people ever allow private banks to control 

the issue of their currency, first by inflation, then by deflation, the banks 

and corporations that will grow up around them will deprive the people of 

all property until their children wake-up homeless on the continent their 

fathers conquered. The issuing power should be taken from the banks and 

restored to the people, to whom it properly belongs.  

  Thomas Jefferson 

                                              

                          SOME VIDEO REFERENCES ABOUT DEBT AND MONEY 

If you like watching YouTube videos: 

 

My favorite theory is Modern Monetary Theory. One of the movement’s key 

proponents is the monetary economist, Stephanie Kelton. She was an advisor to 

Bernie Sanders and to the Democratic Senate Committee on finance. She has 

given many talks, many are available on Youtube.  The first one listed below is 

based on the Angry Birds video which shows a variety of politicians complaining 

about debt. A preview of what you might here from some Canadian politicians 

in 2019. With my weird sense of humor, I find it both funny and sad. 

  Watch from 5 min point to 8 min point of Stephanie Kelton 

  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WS9nP-BKa3M&t=755s 

https://quotesonfinance.com/quote/50/thomas-jefferson-banking-institutions-are-dangerous
https://quotesonfinance.com/quote/50/thomas-jefferson-banking-institutions-are-dangerous
https://quotesonfinance.com/quote/50/thomas-jefferson-banking-institutions-are-dangerous
https://quotesonfinance.com/quote/50/thomas-jefferson-banking-institutions-are-dangerous
https://quotesonfinance.com/quote/50/thomas-jefferson-banking-institutions-are-dangerous
https://quotesonfinance.com/quote/50/thomas-jefferson-banking-institutions-are-dangerous
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  A little more background on Modern Monetary Theory: 

  Watch 13 minute chat of Stephanie Kelton 

  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4FYS3z45Zqc  

  This next video summarizes much of what you will here about in the 

seminars. Particularly Session Two. Well worth it! 

  The  Basics of Modern Money 6.5 minutes 

  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TDL4c8fMODk 

  A little more academic-‘ ish’ 

  Watch Robert Brown on Taxes and Money; 9 minutes 

  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XpXvfWPbkUM&t=14s 

  Alan Greenspan the former Federal Reserve Chairman tries to set Paul 

Ryan straight on money and social security benefit solvency. Do you think 

Paul understood? 

  Alan Greenspan explains things to Paul Ryan ; 3 minutes 

  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m6MGX1AKFm4 

  If time is no object try the video Money as Debt which will give you an 

historical perspective.  48 minutes. Worth the time for a historical 

summary of the history of money creation. The presentation is well done! 

  Like going to the movies! 

  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4AC6RSau7r8 

   

  The website for Positive Money has a series of short videos on money 

creation and its impact. They are simple and informative. I do not 

subscribe completely to their proposed policies for money creation 

however but that is just detail not covered in the videos. 

  https://positivemoney.org/videos/presentations-by-positive-money/ 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4FYS3z45Zqc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TDL4c8fMODk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TDL4c8fMODk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XpXvfWPbkUM&t=14s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m6MGX1AKFm4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m6MGX1AKFm4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4AC6RSau7r8
https://positivemoney.org/videos/presentations-by-positive-money/


For Session Three: Neoliberalism, Handbag Economics, Democracy and 

Capitalism 

 

Lots of quotes here from book authors to give you some background for a very 

wide area of discussion: 

 

On Handbag Economics and Neoliberalim 

From Mary Mellor author of Debt or Democracy, 2016:                                                         

A major aspect of “handbag economics” is the demand that public expenditure 

should be limited to public income, taken to mean overall taxation. 

Public budgets are also structured so that, unlike commercial companies public 

borrowing is not seen as investment. It is seen as an expense on current revenue. 

Handbag economics leads to “deficit hysteria”. This hysteria about government 

deficits …. Is due to a flawed understanding about how the monetary system 

works ... deficits are not a problem …  a deficit is necessary—more public money 

must always be circulated than is reclaimed through taxation or debt repayment, 

otherwise, there would be no money free of debt in circulation. 

The public needs to recognize that the public currency is theirs, because the only 

thing that backs it is the public themselves. Money should be used for the benefit 

of the public as a whole and not be created through the banking sector.  

 

 

The following quote attributed to Margaret Thatcher in 1983 is characteristic of 

the attitudes of many politicians over the last 35 years. Margaret Thatcher along 

with Ronald Regan are considered to have been the primary architects of 

neoliberal policies among politicians. 

The state has no source of money, other than the money people earn 

themselves. If the state wishes to spend more it can only do so by borrowing 

your savings, or by taxing you more. And it’s no good thinking that someone 

else will pay. That someone else is you. 



There is no such thing as public money. There is only taxpayers’ money. 

 

And to quote Ann Pettifor, author of The Production of Money, 2017 in response 

to the above quote: 

Today this assertion sits strangely with the facts of the recent bailout of the 

global banking system, while politicians try to persuade electorates that ‘there 

is no money’ something quite different happened under the guise of 

quantitative easing. Central bankers created TRILLIONS of dollars ‘out of thin 

air’ and did so essentially overnight to bail out the banking system. 

Despite this evidence that the state does indeed have ‘other sources of money’ 

– many have adopted Mrs. Thatcher’s reasoning, including those on the 

progressive end of the political spectrum. 

The political mantra, there is no money, is designed to explain the need for 

austerity and other unpalatable policies. Austerity in turn, is a policy used by 

politicians as an opportunity created by the crisis to cut public spending and 

shrink the state. 

The politicians responsible for enforcing austerity policies had not just imposed 

unnecessary suffering and dislocation on millions of people, their communities 

and countries. They had not only caused public debt to rise. They in fact, caused 

disillusionment with democracy to set in among the unemployed and 

impoverished in Europe and the US. Austerity and the collusion between 

politicians and the finance sector opened up political space for right-wing 

populist political parties like Donald Trump and the Tea Party in the US, the 

National Front in France and the Golden Dawn in Greece. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

On Debt 

From Guy Standing, author of The Corruption of Capitalism, 2016  

The debtor has long been associated with condemnation and moral disdain.  

But in reality, the notions of debt and credit, and debtor and creditor are socially 

constructed. And it is primarily creditors who construct debtors. 



If debt and debtors are bad; then creditors should not escape moral opprobrium. 

Never has this been truer than now, when rent-seeking lenders have proliferated 

and when debt has become almost to define the age.  

Global rentier capitalism loves debt. Financiers and other holders of assets thrive 

on creating debt, because they are enriched by interest payments and fees. And 

they are constructing new forms of debt as well as maximizing old ones. The 

result is global debt, both public and private, has climbed relentlessly to record 

destabilizing levels. Another financial crisis is looming, possibly triggered by 

stumbling and highly indebted emerging market economies.    

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

From Richard Vague author of The Next Economic Disaster, 2014: 

In the aftermath of this crisis (2008), most of the debate has been on the subject 

of government debt—on “austerity vs stimulus”. One side blames government 

debt for impeding economic growth and thus prescribes a reduction in 

government spending called “austerity”, while the other side calls for deficit 

spending as the necessary “stimulus” for strong economic growth. Both sides miss 

a much more central point. The primary issue is not public debt but private debt. 

It was the runaway growth of private debt—the total of business and household 

debt—coupled with a high overall level of private debt that led to the crisis of 

2008. 

It’s been true from the earliest days of human history until now, from Egypt and 

Babylon to Israel, that an unsustainable rise in private debt can bring calamity. 

But if the past shows us the problem, it may also show the solution. In biblical 

Israel they had a special name for the day when debts were forgiven: Jubilee. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

From Adair Turner author of Between Debt and the Devil, 2016 

But over the past 30 years, central banks in advanced economies have largely 

abandoned any explicit focus on the total amount or the allocation of private 

credit created. They continued to worry about the solvency and stability of the 

banking system itself. But they gravitated to the belief that as long as inflation 



was held at a low and stable level, the amount of private credit and money being 

created was bound to be appropriate. And policy based on that belief appeared to 

deliver a remarkable Great Moderation, with nominal demand growing at a pace 

compatible with low inflation and steady growth. But the Great Moderation of 

steady demand growth and low inflation ended in disaster, because rapid credit 

growth produced excessive leverage, financial crisis, and post-crisis debt 

overhang.     

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

On Income Inequality, Capitalism and Democracy 

 

From Paul DeGrauwe authour of The Limits of Markets 2017 

In order to keep the market system socially acceptable, and to avoid 

dissatisfaction turning into violent rejection, an institution outside the market is 

required to redistribute incomes. The market itself will not do this. Only the 

government is capable of it. 

The owners of capital who have acquired a larger and larger piece of the 

economic pie over recent decades form a danger to the survival of capitalism. In 

this sense the capitalists are the greatest enemies of capitalism. In order to save 

the free market system, governments must tax the highest incomes and fortunes 

more heavily than they currently do. 

In a recent study the IMF explored the relationship between income inequality 

and economic growth in a large group of countries.  

The IMF concludes that on average the countries that grow faster are those with 

less inequality. The IMF also found that redistribution policies generally do not 

inhibit growth.  

The prediction that lowering tax rates on the highest incomes would encourage 

private initiative, in turn leading to more investments and higher economic 

growth has not been supported at all. 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------   

  

 



From Jonathan Tepper author of The Myth of Capitalism, 2019  

According to the dictionary the idealized state of capitalism is “an economic 

system based on the private ownership of the means of production, distribution 

and exchange, characterized by the freedom of capitalists to operate or manage 

their property for profit in competitive conditions.” 

Capitalism without competition is not capitalism. 

Competition matters because it prevents inequality, rather than transfer of 

wealth from consumer or supplier to the monopolist. If there is no competition, 

consumers and workers have less freedom to choose. Competition creates clear 

price signals in markets driving supply and demand. It promotes efficiency. 

Competition creates more choices, more innovation, economic development and 

growth, and a stronger democracy by dispersing economic power. It promotes 

initiatives and freedom. Competition is the essence of capitalism yet it is dying.   

If you believe in competitive free markets you should be very concerned. If you 

believe in fair play and hate cronyism, you should be worried. With fake 

capitalism, CEOs cozy up to regulators to get the kind of rules they want and 

donate to get the laws they desire. Larger companies get larger, while the small 

disappear and the consumer and worker are left with no choice.  

…but a growing mountain of research has led to lower wages, fewer jobs, fewer 

startups, and less economic growth. 

Broken markets create broken politics. Economic and political power is becoming 

concentrated in the hands of distant monopolists.  

When the left and the right speak of capitalism today, they are telling stories 

about an imaginary state. The unbridled competitive free markets that the right 

cherish don’t exist today. They are a myth.  

The left attacks the grotesque capitalism we see today, as if it were the essence of 

capitalism rather than the distorted version it has become.                                                          

 

 

 

 



From Paul Collier author of The Future of Capitalism, 2018 

Politics is predominantly national. For politics to perform its potential for building 

a dense web of reciprocal obligations, the people of a nation need to accept some 

sense of shared identity.  

Reduced to a sentence, shared identity becomes the foundation for far-sighted 

reciprocity. Societies that succeed in building such belief systems work better 

than those based on either individualism or any of the relevant ideologies.  

In a healthy society, those who become successful have been reared into 

acceptance of that web of reciprocal obligations. Being fortunate, these trigger 

support for those whose lives have turned out to be less fortunate. The successful 

comply with these obligations because they are rewarded with the self-respect 

and peer esteem that comes from fulfilling them.  

This is the moral pragmatism that can guide our politics from polarized failure to 

cooperatively working to address the divisions that beset our societies.  We have 

unmet duties of care to refugees fleeing catastrophe; to those mired in despair in 

the world’s poorest societies; to men in their fifties whose skills have lost their 

value; to teenagers about to be trapped in dead-end jobs; to the children of 

broken families; to young families despairing that they will ever own a home. We 

must meet them. But we must also restore the vastly more demanding reciprocal 

obligations that once arose from our shared identities. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

From Eric Liu and Nick Hanauer, authors of Gardens of Democracy, 2011 

Our theory of government cannot be put in a box. It’s not left or right or in -

between. It’s conservative in that it values local practical knowledge and it wants 

to put markets and competition to good use to radically increase adaptability and 

accountability. It’s liberal in that it proposes a strong meliorist role for the 

national government to set ambitions, level the playing field, equip everyone to 

compete fairly and fully, and identify great failures of the commons that need to 

be addressed by shared action. It’s about net-worked localism. Most of all it’s 

about effectiveness. 

Government is what a society creates to solve common problems that each of us 

alone could not solve. 



We agree with the right that the job of government is to maximize individual 

opportunity. We just believe that the way to do that is to maximize the trust, 

cooperation, and equal opportunity that frames up each individual’s starting 

prospects. We agree with the left that the job of government is to ensure fairness 

and justice. We just believe that the way to do that is to put more responsibility 

on people to govern themselves by using more local, less distant, and more 

responsive means.  

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------   

And when thinking about capitalism in comparison to countries such as China 

and Russia: 

On State Capitalism 

From Ian Bremmer author of The End of the Free Market, 2010 

State Capitalism is a system in which the state dominates markets, primarily for 

political gain. But the division between state-capitalist and free-market countries 

isn’t always clear. 

No country’s economy is either purely state capitalist or purely free-market 

driven, and the degree of government intervention within each country fluctuates 

over time.  

There are two fundamental differences between free markets and state 

capitalism. First, policy makers don’t embrace state capitalism as a temporary 

series of steps meant to rebuild a shattered economy or to jump start an 

economy out of recession. It’s a strategic long- term policy choice. Second, state 

capitalists see markets primarily as a tool that serves national interests, or at least 

those of ruling elites, rather than an engine of opportunity for the individual. 

State capitalists use markets to extend their own political and economic leverage 

–both within society and on the international stage. 

To finance all these state-owned and state supported companies, governments 

could simply print money they need, but they would lower the value of their 

currencies, stoke inflation, and undermine the value of their assets in the process. 

To pull the money directly from state budgets, they would have to either raise 

taxes or spend less money on other projects. Neither choice will do much for the 

government’s popularity. This is where the Sovereign Wealth Funds come in. 



These funds are not bank savings accounts that earn a modest interest rate and 

help government save for a rainy day. They are investment vehicles that take on 

significant risks to maximize returns.  

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

OPTIONAL 

And for Those Who Like Mathematics: 

Equation Derivation for Government Deficit Relation Shown in Sessions One 

and Three 

Note: The final result is in the presentation notes near the end of each session. 

Read only if you need the exercise. 

Equation Derivation For Government Deficit Relation 

1) BusVal =( BusW + BusTax + BusRet + BusDiv + BusInt + BusDepr + Imp) 

 

2) BusProd = ConsVal + BusInv + GovCap +Exp 

 

3) FinEarn = ConsInt + BusInt +BusDiv + GovInt + InvRet- FinW - FinTax 

 

Combining 1) and2)  Using BusProd = BusVal 

 

4) ConsVal = ( BusW + BusTax + BusRet + BusDiv + BusInt + BusDepr + Imp) –

(BusInv + GovCap + Exp) 

Also we have 

5) ConsVal  = (GovW + BusW + FinW +FinEarn + ConsCred – ConsTax – ConsInt- 

ConsSav – ConsInv)  

 

Equating 4) and 5) 

 



6)  (BusW + BusTax + BusRet + BusDiv + BusInt + BusDepr + Imp –BusInv – 

GovCap - Exp) = (GovW + BusW + FinW  + FinEarn  + ConsCred – ConsTax – 

ConsInt- ConsSav – ConsInv)  

Also from 3) substituting for (FinW + FinEarn)  in  6)  

7) (BusW + BusTax + BusRet + BusDiv + BusInt + BusDepr + Imp –BusInv – 

GovCap - Exp) = (GovW + BusW + ConsInt + BusInt + BusDiv + GovInt + InvRet - 

FinTax +  ConsCred – ConsTax – ConsInt- ConsSav – ConsInv)  

Simplify 

 

8) (BusTax + BusRet  + BusDepr + Imp –BusInv- Exp) = (GovW  + GovInt + GovCap 

+ InvRet - FinTax +  ConsCred – ConsTax  - ConsSav – ConsInv)  

 

Solve for Government Deficit components: 

 

9) (GovW + GovInt + GovCap – BusTax – ConsTax – FinTax) = BusRet + BusDepr + 

Imp -BusInv -Exp + ConsSav – ConsCred + ConsInv - InvRet 

 

And substituting  

10) GovVal = GovW + GovInt + GovCap 

 

11) Tax = BusTax  +  ConsTax  +  FinTax 

 

 

12)   (GovVal - Tax) = BusRet + BusDepr + Imp -BusInv -Exp + ConsSav – 

ConsCred + ConsInv - InvRet 

 

13) Deficit = (BusRet + ConsSav - ConsCred + ConsInv - InvRet) – (BusInv – 

BusDepr)  +  (Imp – Exp) 

 

14) Deficit = NetNewSav -NetNewInv + (Imp-Exp) 

 

 

ConsVal = Value of consumption goods 



ConsCred = Consumer credit 

ConsSav = Consumer saving 

ConsInv = Consumer investment 

ConsInt = Consumer interest paid 

ConsTax =Consumer taxes and fees 

FinEarn = Financial investment dividends 

FinW = Financial sector wages 

FinTax =Finance sector taxes and fees 

InvRet = Returns from capital investments 

GovW = Government sector wages 

GovCap = Government Capital Costs 

BusW = Business sector wages 

BusVal = Value of business output 

BusRet = Business retained earnings 

BusTax = Business taxes and fees 

BusDepr = Business depreciation 

BusDiv = Business investor dividends 

GovVal = Value of government produced goods and services 

GovInt = Interest paid by Government 

Imp = Imports 

Exp = Exports 

DEFICIT = GovVal – Tax 

NetNewSaving = (ConsSav – ConsCred + ConsInv  – InvRet + BusRet) 

NeNewtInv =  (BusInv – BusDepr)  

NetImp = (Imports - Exports) 


